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Where I come from: 
Getting into different roles

The Hääkivi future downtown development   laboratory, Lempäälä, Finland , 2010 – 2015

A unique place for experimentations; my REAL urban design/development governance training ground



A. The original

problem of 

sustainable

urbanism

B. Actor-specific proxies

that seek to capture

(at least corners of) 

the original problem

C. Sustainable

urbanism target

mutated through

proxies

D. ”Acquired gross

sustainable urbanism” 

measured through and 

captured into the proxies

Benefits of the mixed roles: seeing the boundaries of governance and  knowledge in action



G. Measured sustainable

urbanism proxy

misallocation

F. Unfinished business: 

original sustainable

urbanism target left

uncovered

H. Cost of the lack of 

consistent sustainability

heuristics
(cf. Keenan 2014)

E. Original targeted ”net 

sustainable urbanism” 

measured through and 

captured into the proxies

+ =

Get the details from: Ilari Karppi & Jarmo Vakkuri, 2019.

Becoming Smart? Pursuit of sustainability in urban policy 

design. Forthcoming in Public Management Review

= ”what gets done

beyond the actual

need”

= ”what does

not get done

at all”



Absolute population 

change at the grid level 

(5,000 × 5,000 m) in 

Denmark, Finland, 

Norway and Sweden 

between 2008 and 

2017. Map by Oskar 

Penje.

Source:

Nordregio Report 2019:1

“Anatomy of 

urbanization in the 

Nordic Countries” 

– Finland as a 

case apart

A disruption 

at hand

Rural-urban migration 

remarkable in Finland, 

because a strong rural 

population is still there 

- persistently moving 

towards the cities.



The

great question
of Ebenezer Howard

in [Garden-Cities of]

Tomorrow 
1898/[1902]:



What Howard famously
failed to see, however, 
was that

some industrial cities
could and would re-

create themselves as 
liveable environments



Components of demographic developments by municipalities, 2015-17

Natural population

growth, 2015-2017

Intermunicipal net 

migration, 2015-17

Net international

migration, 2015-17

Migration
gain: 54
municipalities

Migration
loss: 257
municipalities

Migration
loss: 20
municipalities

Migration
gain: 291
municipalities

Births > deaths
75 municipalities

Births > deaths
236 municipalities

Source: Statistics Finland, map by Dr. Timo Aro
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https://www.economist.com/united-states/2018/04/19/high-

prices-in-americas-cities-are-reviving-the-suburbs



Seeking to work for sustainable and 
sustained attractiveness where people do go:

Light Rail and the City of Tampere

• Central urban development impacts by year 2025, discussed in 
three multi-stakeholder focus groups before City Council 
decided to approve the 300 million USD project in 2016

• Boosting the urban economy in the LRT corridor, stops and feeder 
traffic transfer nodes  

• Giving new directions for urban development and planning

• Creating platform for a local intelligent traffic cluster

• Getting a forerunner status in new emissions-free urban transit

• And assuming that it would be good for affordable housing 



How does the light rail process as 
an imprint of upgrading urban infrastructure 

relate to Tampere smart city ambitions?

• Identified from literature by Meijer & Bolivar (2016): technology, 
human resource and governance-focused ideas of a smart city

• Human resource-focused smart cities tend to be
•urban areas with large share of adult population holding a college degree,

•often small or mid-sized urban areas with a flagship (state) university, and

•with experience of substantial growth in recent years…

• … and places where educated people
•move for high (perceived) quality of life [→ reputation, image]

•stay after having received their college degree [→ anchoring networks]

Source: Meijer, A. & Bolivar, M.P.R. (2016). Governing the smart city: a review of the literature on 

smart urban governance. International Review of Administrative Sciences 82(2) 392-408.



Finnish geography of academic migration loss

Flows of 200+ net migrants with Master’s degree between 2010-2017

• Source: Aro, R. (2019). Maakuntien välinen valikoiva muuttoliike ja maakuntien väliset tuloerot. Turun yliopisto, sosiaalitieteiden laitos. Master’s thesis.

Regions with

large universities

Regions with

small universities



The question revisited:

How does the light rail process as an imprint of upgrading urban 
infrastructure relate to Tampere smart city ambitions?

• A city may be perceived to be smart when investments in…
• human and social capital, and

• traditional (transport) and modern (ICT) communication infrastructure

• …fuel sustainable economic growth and high quality of life with…
• wise management of natural resources, and

• through participatory governance

• In sum:
• The smartness of a city refers to its ability to attract human capital and 

mobilise it in collaborations with various actors through the combined use 
of information and communication technologies.

Source: Meijer, A. & Bolivar, M.P.R. (2016). Governing the smart city: a review of the literature on 

smart urban governance. International Review of Administrative Sciences 82(2) 392-408.



How about the urban design component then?

Introducing a (smart) design artefact

The City Council 2016 decision and beyond: 
three key issues of adding a new urban object to Tampere

•The way of planning it

•The way of digitalizing it 

•The way of operating it

•But, eventually: what was the it that the decision dealt with?

https://www.aamulehti.fi/a/201470735 https://www.aamulehti.fi/a/201481004



Realization:
Not just the LRT 
but the city itself:

• The way of planning the city

• The way of digitalizing the city

• The way of operating the city

… challenged by the LRT that brought
a disruption to the perceived rhythms 

of urban development in Tampere

https://www.srv.fi/kaupunkien-kehittaja/tampereen-kansi/

https://www.tampere.fi/tampereen-kaupunki/ohjelmat/keskustahanke/tampereen-kansi-ja-areena.html
Sources

https://www.srv.fi/kaupunkien-kehittaja/tampereen-kansi/
https://www.tampere.fi/tampereen-kaupunki/ohjelmat/keskustahanke/tampereen-kansi-ja-areena.html


How transformations in 
urban design reflect the
”disruptive urbanization”?

Attempts to design
(for) better urbanity



Images by the Finnish Regional Typology Project.
Finland’s environmental administration (SYKE), 2012

Growth
Corridor
Finland

Helsinki to Tampere

[pop 235 500]

One-hour train future?

45 % of 

Finland’s

population

50 % of 

GDP

60 % of 

R&D



https://www.srv.fi/kaupunkien-kehittaja/tampereen-kansi/

https://www.tampere.fi/tampereen-

kaupunki/ohjelmat/keskustahanke/

tampereen-kansi-ja-areena.html

Tampere 
Deck



Source: yle.fi, 2018Source: Design Contest program, 2014

https://docplayer.fi/2507930-Tampereen-

asemakeskuksen-suunnittelukilpailu.html 



How the site was portrayed in the Munich EXPO REAL, Oct 8 2019

Source: The City of Tampere, 2019



Images by the Finnish Regional Typology Project.
Finland’s environmental administration (SYKE), 2012

Tampere City Region

[pop 395 000]

Tampere to Lempäälä

[pop 23 200]

Ten-minute train present



THE OBDURATE LEMPÄÄLÄ UNTIL 2017 FROM ABOVE



http://lvs.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Lemp_tori_ilmasta.jpghttp://lvs.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Lemp_tori_ilmasta.jpg





Images by the Finnish Regional Typology Project.
Finland’s environmental administration (SYKE), 2012

Tampere City Region

[pop 395 000]

Tampere to Nokia

[pop 33 500]

Ten-minute train present







http://www.aamulehti.fi/kotimaa/tehdasalueen-uudet-suunnitelmat-tuleeko-tampereesta-suomen-dubai-23479653/

Hiedanranta

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/apr/16/upward-slope-how-skateboarding-transformed-the-manchester-of-finland-tampere
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The first Tampere sub-

centre planned hand in 

hand with the LRT 

construction process



But will it be

urban/dense/mixed-use
and

equitable/affordable/accessible

enough

for thousands and thousands of new urban dwellers 
to qualify as enhanced if not truly better kind of 
urbanity?

and

can such a thing be “programmed” with a designed 
urban object such as the LRT?



can 
BETTER, ATTRACTIVE
URBANITY THROUGH
DESIGN

even be promised?



LRT both creates uncertainties on a gigantic 
scale and is a means of organizing complexity 
by creating continuities through planning and 
design: 

- It is a piece of disruptive urban technology. 

And it is this quality, together with attempts 
to break down the silos, that can make it a 
tool for turning out better urbanity



It should be kept as the policy-
makers’  governance artefact 
(and not the developers’ or 
construction industry’s), with 
the following disclaimers:

”No one here can 

think of him/herself 

as a specialist, 

really”

“We all have been 

constantly caught by 

surprise with this”



Not just a rail-based mixed-use urban region

… but also an ecology of solutions

promoting its usability

http://www.citybikefinland.fi/

http://www.tut.fi

https://forumvirium.fi

https://www.dreamstime.com



Conclusions

• Tampere is in the midst of several simultaneous disruptive 

transformations… 

• of which I did not even mention this time climate change with related 

phenomena that require decisions and designs in many world cities: 

sea level rise, international migration, food crises, etc.

• We cannot afford pretending that the design solutions can be 

commissioned from within the existing administrative silos

• They are institutionalized for several (good) reasons, but so - and 

unfortunately - are their ways  to interpret the problems at hand

• For policymakers: We need to take advantage of disruptions 

and policy issues that break the institutionalized divisions

• Boundary objects and boundary work as policy design instruments



thank you


